
In the past year, the global energy transition has shot to the top of the financial 
agenda. With scientists warning that the world has little time left to slash 
greenhouse gas emissions, wildfires raging from California to the Amazon, 

and millions of young people on the streets demanding action, the implications 
of a fast-warming world are reshaping investment decisions like never before. 
From keeping readers ahead on the turning points in international climate 
negotiations, to revealing how politicians, chief executives and shareholders of 
the world’s biggest companies are responding, Reuters offers a unique, global 
perspective on the greatest crisis of our times.
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EXCLUSIVE REPORTING
• Investors step up pressure on global energy 

watchdog over climate change 
• Climate risks, opportunities, to be major markets 

factor in 2020
• No choice but to invest in oil, Shell CEO says
• Germany eyes fiscal U-turn with new debt to finance 

climate plan
• Investors with $34 trillion demand urgent climate 

change action
• Presidential hopeful Biden looking for ‘middle 

ground’ climate policy
• Cities to step up at U.N. to push climate fight, 

sustainable development
• U.N. chief calls on EU to raise 2030 climate goal to 55% 
• Nations agree global climate pact rules, but seen  

as weak
• At U.N. climate talks, Trump team plans sideshow 

on coal

UNPARALLELED INSIGHT
• World’s energy watchdog is undermining climate 

change battle, critics say 
• Special Report: Index funds invest trillions but 

rarely challenge management
• Biggest US index funds oppose most climate 

proposals in shareholder votes
• Investors get lost in Big Oil’s carbon accounting 

maze
• Climate change could rain on Saudi Aramco’s 

IPO parade
• Does renewable pioneer Germany risk running out 

of power?
• Power traders tackle renewables puzzle in Danish 

“Silicon Valley”
• Oil loses lustre as banks cash in on cleaner 

commodities
• From molecules to electrons: can Big Oil become 

big power?
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TRUSTED VIEWS
Reuters Breakingviews offered unmatched, agenda-setting commentary. Highlights include:

• Banks’ green torpor will leave shares stuck in mud
• Fiddling with bank capital can help the planet
• Big Oil’s climate smokescreen is about to clear
• Green bond purists overlook benefits of grey

• Green finance can fix its Groucho Marx problem

• Canada’s election could bring climate change chill

• European oil majors’ relative green halo slips

• EU can afford to act tough on carbon border taxes
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EYE ON THE STORY
Reuters offered comprehensive video coverage 
on the latest news. Highlights include:

• Amazon, Bezos step up fight to tackle climate change

• Investors with $34 trillion demand climate action

• Meat waste joins biofuels at luxury jet show

• Algae bioreactor absorbs CO2 better than trees

• More CEOs weighing impact of climate change

• Year-long Arctic expedition to study “epicentre of 
climate change”
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